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How to Make Payments Less Painful for
Small Businesses
New technology and automation have improved processes, but many organizations
still struggle with ine�ciencies. Customers may be resistant to working with new
technology, businesses may not have the resources to handle each customer’s
unique ...
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Receiving invoices or bills in a consumer-centric world is often a dreaded process. In
the B2B environment, however, your customers want to receive invoices so they can
keep cash �ow moving. But that doesn’t mean receiving and making payments isn’t
cumbersome and time consuming.

New technology and automation have improved processes, but many organizations
still struggle with inef�ciencies. Customers may be resistant to working with new
technology, businesses may not have the resources to handle each customer’s unique
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request, and the accounts receivable (A/R) and accounts payable (A/P) systems may
not integrate easily – all of which effectively add to inef�ciencies.

While a company’s A/R department may never get a business customer’s A/P
counterpart to enjoy paying their bills, they can remove the roadblocks that make
them dread it. By �xing common payment points, companies can not only help
companies get paid, but help them get paid faster.

Wondering what companies can do to make their customers’ payment processes
easier? Here are four key components that organizations can focus on to improve
inef�ciencies and streamline processes.

Flexibility is key

Suppliers often have a customer base largely comprised of small businesses and they
may not pay their bills during normal business hours. If these customers deal mainly
in paper checks, that also means they are dealing with their suppliers over the phone.
If there are discrepancies that the buyer needs to resolve, relying solely on the phone
can often result in long hold times, which prevents them from paying their bills
outside of business hours. This can be particularly irritating for small business
owners with customers across various time zones. As a result, customers can easily
get frustrated and give up if they can’t get hold of a customer service representative,
resulting in a delayed payment or non-payment of the invoice.

Moving the process online

One way to implement more �exibility is to enable an online portal. This gives
customers access to all invoice and payment information online with features like
24/7 self-service portals. They can track their own invoices and look for and address
any discrepancies within the portal. Additionally, an online portal also provides
modern features like acceptance of electronic payments, including auto pay, which
removes some of the manual effort involved in paying bills. All of these elements aid
in simplifying the process and reducing frustration before it happens.

Focus on customer satisfaction

Not all customers or buyers are the same, but suppliers are often expected to comply
with their many different invoicing and payment requests. For example, some
customers like their invoices delivered individually while others prefer they’re
consolidated together, and others may want invoices sent to several different
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locations. Customizing invoices to each business customer in their preferred format
for easier back-end software integration is one way to ease that payment pain.

Additionally, there are countless systems that customers can use to make payments,
which leaves suppliers with the added challenge of trying to integrate them with
their A/R system, especially when it comes to integrating with their preferred
methods of delivery and format. Always put the customer �rst; this not only makes it
easier for them to make payments, but makes them want to so they can keep their
cash �owing as well. Customization not only helps establish a positive and mutually
bene�cial relationship, but if organizations can deliver invoices in the customers’
preferred format, that means payments can happen even faster.

Expand payment options

Accepting a multitude of payments can also help companies stay ahead of the curve
and the competition. Suppliers can provide even more �exibility by expanding
payment options for their buyers. New types of payments, like virtual credit cards,
are becoming increasingly popular in the B2B world. For the buyer, this payment
method brings ease of payment delivery and more. Already increasing in use by 10
percent annually, virtual card spending is expected to surpass that of traditional
purchasing cards by 2021. By adding new technology – such as virtual card capture –
to the payments process, suppliers stand to accelerate cash �ow even more.

While improving cash �ow can be a dif�cult concept, the process of paying should
not exacerbate it. If companies want to get paid, they should make it as simple as
possible to do so. The less your customer has to think about a payment, the more
likely they are to pay it without question.
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Ed’s accomplishments include guiding private companies through private and public
equity offerings, and acquisitions and the development of �nancial strategies for
growth.
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